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'"^Clnto Each Life

®me rain must fall. Thus saith
be sage. Our only comment is
hat'JuPe Pluvius must be workhg overtime these days to prove
he truth of the famous adage.
, ' in the meantime, winter threw
:,f?-jver Chicago and its environs a
\,
* hick soft blanket of white. Icy
finds which dashed blizzards over
...he Windy City's famous "L" gave
J he Midwest its new theme song,
u, pr—eeze a Jolly Good Fellow."
s
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Campus Studio's
Gigantic Radio Show

College of the Pacific, Stockton*, California, Friday, February 3, 1939

DN THE
"l<s

E/LKLY

Plan Now to Attend

No. 17

" P P r e m i e r e " On Air Wednesday
J. C. Forensic
Tourney Here
Third Annual C. 0. P.
Invitational Next
Week; Large Entry

<

LEADER

Slogan Test
Announced
By Board
"Stagg's Fiftieth"
Theme; Season
Tickets Prize

J. C. Students
Respond To
Early Sign-up
Over 700 Finish
Registration This
Week—Windmiller

Campus Radio Studio
Makes KWG Debut
Two-Hour Show In Auditorium To Dedicate New
Affiliation; Half Hour On California Network

The third annual College of the
• Beginning the first year of broadcasting affiliation,
According to reports received
The Board of Athletic Control an
Pacific Invitational Junior Col
with KWG, Pacific's Campus Studio will present "Pa
nounces a slogan contest for a from Registrar Windmiller's office,
S »mindS us of one of the little pic- lege Forensic Tournament, which
v
Junior
College
students
are
rap
cific
Premiere," a two-hour ether extravaganza, next
e
slogan
to
be
used
in
celebration
of
•,
»» ires Phillips Gibbs paints in his will
be
held
next Thursday
Wednesday night, February 8, from 9 to 11 p. m.
Mr. Stagg's fiftieth year of active idly completing registration.
Vorld War book, "Now It Can Be through Saturday, February 9, 10,
By Tuesday night 713 students
football coaching.
Under the direction of John Crabbe, the initial pro'old."
11, on the local campus, is prac
The judges for this contest will had completely paid their fees and
•gram will be broadcast from the
jEary one
January
morning tically certain to be the largest
rn
be the Board of Athletic Control, turned in their booklets and class
stage of the Pacific Auditorium,
1 ..{ritish Tommies entrenched near yet, according to Martin Pulich,
College of the Pacific, and their enrollment cards, 78 of these peo
with a half-hour of the bill be
l
""fi»fpres on *-he Western Front awoke debate manager handling entries
ple being new freshmen.
decision will be final.
lo* i ,o find a world of white awaiting
ing released to the California
for the tourney.
J. C. students who have not
The winner will receive two sea
Radio System network.
of sfehem. Snow falling thickly from
At
press
time
registration
had
son football tickets for all home already done so may continue to
From 10:00 to 10:30 the pro
)>ti„. ** '"r 'If
i|i saden skies made visibility across neared an all-time high, with late
Steps to stir up interest in Pa
contests for 1939. The second place coir.plete their registration today,
gram will be heard over the seven
Clr~ ' lo Man's Land an impossibility. entries sure to increase the total
will receive two tickets to the first but beginning Monday they will cific traditions were taken yester
stations affiliated with the Cali
lousing their drowsy companions, beyond last year's number. In
home game on the 1939 schedule. zc'. be admitted to classes until day by the Emergency Committee
fornia chain: KWG, KFBK, Sac
,,s , he men swarmed out of well-built terest has been displayed by both
I i. M
on Traditions with the presenta
registration is completed.
M. fni4n nigouts into the devastated terriONE WEEK TO GO
ramento; KMJ, Fresno; KYA,
institutions which have competed
Those who have not taken the tion of a special program to the
San Francisco; KERN, Bakers'
"h* itihVy immediately behind the front- here before and among others
The contest will be conducted ac
men
of
the
PSA.
A
similar
pro
nl,
Psychological Examination cannot
field;
KFWB, Los
Angeles;
cording to the following rule.:
rnilor" e trenches.
with which he has corersponded
«1 £
finish registering. The repeat ex gram was given for the female
KFOX, Long Beach. The first
"
\ton I On that sterile land, churned by during the past weeks.
1. Any person is eligible and
amination will be given tomorrow members of the student body by
1
1
hour and last half-hour of the
i,w he explosion of a thousand shells,
may submit any number of slo
Registrations definitely made to
morning for those who have not the A. W. S.
broadcast will be heard only over
" " |N,|e jhaki-clad Britishers fought with date include Menlo J. C., Sacra
gans.
Highlighting
the
men's
program
taken it.
lound, white, silent weapons and
the local station, KWG.
2. The contest closes at mid
'A
were four short talks by student
mento J. C., Glendale J. C., Sa
NT
night, February 10, 1939.
PARADE OF TALENT
.uilt play ramparts out of great linas J. C., Weber College, Los
SEVERAL TRANSFERS
leaders on traditions, their mean
j.^ns of snow. Charges and re3. Slogans will be judged in
The largest venture of its kind
Several students, previously en ing and their worth. Bob Kientz,
Angeles J. C., Bakersfield J. C.,
• , hreats followed each other in quick
the order with which they are rolled in such institutions as Stan chairman of the E. C. T., spoke
ever attempted at Pacific, the
Reedley J. C., University of Cali
FRANCIS FINNEY, prominent
c J j uliccession, with the silence puncreceived, only one first prize be ford or the University of Cali on "Frosh Commandments," Ed
two-hour show will enlist the
fornia at Los Angeles, Utah Agri senior leader, who was appointed
.<,,.|iated only by an occasional shout
services of the College orchestra,
ing
awarded.
Koehler
on
"Sportsmanship,"
Al
fornia,
have
transferred
this
sem
cultural College, Stanford Univeiv temporary chairman of the new
JOHN CRABBE, Campus Studio A Capella choir. Pacific Little
• r ,.f applause for an unusually well4. All slogans become the prop ester to the Junior College or Col ton Hedges on "Traditions of
sity, and LaVerne College. The Newman Club organization on the
director,
who has arranged the f Theatre" the PSA band, Presi' »von!j amed shot.
erty of the Board of Athletic lege of the Pacific to finish their Dress," and Bill Biddick regarding
list includes eight junior colleges Pacific campus.
outssJAs soon as men could see to
Control.
"Smoking and Parking Rules— two-hour "Pacific Premiere" pro- dent Tu']ly"c. Knofes,' C^ach A.T
training.
besides Stockton J. C., and four
gram which takes the air next
Stagg, members of the adminis
5. Each slogan or set of slo
' . Jjjv.lght, however, the crack of rifles colleges and universities.
The opportunity for early pre- their part in the traditional pic Wednesday night.
nd the chatter of machine guns
tration, Mayor Gay Crane of
gans should be enclosed in a registration has met with much ture."
Full recognition of the Block P
Stockton,
PSA
Prexy
Erwin
sealed envelope, the name of the approval of both the students and
U'«5. r pteri'Upted their play. Soon man LOCALS ENTER
Entering men's debate to repre
Farley and student vocal and in
contestant to appear only on the the professors. In addition to the society as the official tradition-env .. ,, ocorated nature's beautiful blansent the Stockton Junior College
strumental soloists.
envelope.
,,n. Jet with little blotches of red.
fact that the persons complec'ng forcing body on the campus was
are four teams: Donald McAdams,
John Crabbe, director of Pa
6. Do not send in bottle tops, registration on the previous Fri made public at the assembly. At
Elton Martin, and Orval Fletcher;
cific's Campus Studio, has been
covers, labels, coupons, cartons, days avoided the long lines, they Wednesday meeting the E. C. T.
• . .. .fem to observe no winter in their
Claude Hogan and Allen Breed;
at work for several weeks on the
seals, or any reasonable fac also were able to have first voted to endorse the Block P men
•
ani Joody, fratricidal strife. RelentCarl Fuller and Bill Biddick;
premiere program, has lined up
similes.
chance at limited classes. Many to the limit, intercede only if the
ntry. Iss legions of blackshirted Italians,
Kipp Gimble and James Van
the following schedule for the
late-comers have not been able to lettermen's group was not able to
SEND TO BREEDEN
. upported by brown-shirted Ger
handle the program successfully.
Dyke.
first half of the program from
man technicians and an occasional
All slogans should be sent to get into some classes already
Tentative plans for the formation
9 to 10 p. m.
The only women's team enter
filled.
p Dl Lor bewildered Spaniard, are
the Board of Athletic Control, care
of open forum discussion groups
Opening signature by the A
v•
• i . DldCteadily driving Spanish Loyalist ing debate is the freshman com
of Robert L. Breeden, College of SMOOTHER PROCESS
on traditions were outlined at the
Capella and orchestra.
bination of Lois Archibald and
Pacific, Stockton, California.
m i e s i n t 0 a r a p i d I y c o n r a c n g Dorothy Guerin. Both girls are
In the opinion of Mr. Wind meeting of the emergency group.
"Phedre Overture" by the or
A group of Catholic students on
miller, registration has been pro If these plans are carried out,
without intercollegiate experience.
chestra.
r
^ r i i i c a s IFor number one actrocity pictures
gressing smoothly. He says. "The several discussions—open to all
Entering extemporaneous speak this campus met last Tuesday eve
Greeting by Mayor Crane.
f the Spanish Civil War we preDr. Roy C. McCall, chairman
ning in the S. C. A. rooms and
process of pre-registration during classes, both sexes—will be held
ing
in
the
men's
section
are
Short talks by Dr. Fred Far
ent—without expectation of chalJanuary has leveled out the reg during the spring semester. De of the Speech Department of the
ley and PSA Head Erwin Far
Fletcher, McAdams, Hogan, Bid organized a local branch of the
,lc*1 Inge—the palm to last Sunday's
Newman Club Father Woods of
istration process so that students cisions arrived at by these im College of the Pacific, received
ley.
dick,
Gimple
and
VanDyke.
Both
"""ixaminer. We have never seen
could have more time with their promptu debates would probably notification recently of his ap
the local Catholic diocese was in
"He's Gone Away"—A Capella.
• 1 'lore obviously posed photographs Archibald and Guerin will com charge, and Francis Finney was
counselors, and has prevented the help to determine the relative im pointment to the office of gov
Dramatic monologue by Lupete
in
the
women's
section.
All
f damage wrought by the shells
ernor of the new Province of the
necessity of people standing in portance of Pacific's traditions.
appointed temporary chairman.
cian Scott.
extemporaneous
contests
will
be
'• f Generalissimo Francisco Franco
o
Pacific and Northwest of Pi
long lines to pay their fees and
Purpose of the club is "to pro
Piano solo by Clayton Long.
- thsra ifattributed by Examiner captions on the subject to be used at the mote Christian thought and prac
Kappa Delta, national honoray
fill the booklets."
Dramatization of DeMaupasLinfield
Invitational
Tournament,
- ' b "Red anarchists." So Hearst
1
forensic society.
tice among Catholic students of
o
sant's "The Ghost" by Radio
February
16-18,
"Modern
Educa
cores again with the WEARST in
Announcement of the appoint
Dr. McCall has been serving
Stockton Junior College and the
Studio Company.
tion."
burnalistic propaganda.
ment of A. C. Gerould to the posi
as governor of the Province of
Brahms'
Hungarian
Dance
Sole entries in oratory will be College of Pacific." Meetings will
tion of head librarian of the Col
the Pacific for about a half year.
Number 6 by the PSA band.
Lester Jacobsen and Orval be held the second and fourth
lege of the Pacific Library was
Then the national council of Pi
Tuesdays of each month.
hese days are the fond hopes cher- Fletcher.
NETWORK PROGRAM
Kappa Delta decided to unite the
shed
by
those
devotees
of
Speakers for the first meeting made late last week by Dr. Fred
The important half-hour pro
Headed by Student Chairman Province of the Northwest with
ire *'1 ^[merica's national pastime who NEW FEATURE
included Joe Geiger, from the L. Farley, chairman of the library
gram to be carried by the state
committee.
Gerould
took
up
duties
Panel
discussion
groups
will
be
Doug
Powell,
thirteen
members
the
Province
of
the
Pacific,
and
>ok forward to its adoption into
Newman Club at the University of
new feature of this year's California; Father Farrel, Santa with the opening of the spring
of the Student Christian Associa appointed the chairman of the wide hook-up will include:
de Pacific sports calender. TalkSignature by the A Capella
tion traveled to a site near Ho- local speech department to the
ig baseball reminds us of this tournament. The groups will dis Rosa; Grace Tener, Brooklyn semester Wednesday.
and orchestra.
The new appointee, a graduate
gan's
Dam
last
Saturday
in
order
post
of
governor
of
the
new
ttle
L
dialogue which we heard a cuss individual phases of the na Club; and Betty Elder, Fresno
'The Mistress of the Inn" will
Overture to "The Marriage of
of Dartmouth College and Colum
tional Pi Kappa Delta question, State.
ittle while ago.
continue its "fightin", faintin', to work on the S. C. A. cabin province.
Figaro" by orchestra.
bia
Library
School,
came
to
Pacific
situated
there.
JMary: I don't understand base- "Resolved: that the United States
NEW
CHAPTERS
The following committees were
flirtin'" run at the Pacific Stu
Soprano solo by Margaret
should cease to use public funds appointed: Constitution, Tom Fer from Stanford University, where dio Theatre tonight and tomorrow
They have now succeeded in
. pjall at all, do you?
Among the new chapters of Pi
George—"The
Harp."
he
had
been
connected
with
the
for
the
purpose
of
stimulating
clearing 1-4 mile of road, tearing Kappa Delta's old Province of
ritfJ Sally; You don't have to underrari and Elinor Shepard; Member
"Pas de Fleurs" by the band.
reference division of the Stanford night, following the premier per down five old buildings, and con the Northwest which are brought
" 1 1 land it. Everything is decided by business."
ship, Carl Zumstein, Mae Vignolo
formance last night.
An informal interview with
>. SOl'ft |man they call the vampire.
This contest will be judged and and Margaret Garibaldi; Program, Library since 1935.
Written by Goldoni, this play is structing most of the foundation under Dr. McCall's supervision by
President
Knoles, Coach Stagg
JOACHIMS
RESIGNS
[Then too, there's the question a trophy awarded to the school Fred Gamboni and Grace Tener;
the order of the national council
a typical, rollicking eighteenth for the cabin.
and George Ross, manager of
Bob Burns is the faculty adviser are Linfield College at McMinnpkad of an august member of represented by the winner. Orval Publicity, Helen Hanrahan.
Almost simultaneously with the century comedy, directed by Bar
KWG.
f ac United States Senate, "Do you Fletcher is the sole hope of the
Those present were John Stuart, appointment of Gerould came the bara Bower. The title character of the group and although he was ville, Oregon; College of Puget
"Prelude to Lohengrin, Act
pjoy a baseball game?"
locals in this contest. He will be Carl • Zumsten, Tom Ferrari, John resignation of Miss Belle Joachims, is played by Claribel Coffman, unable to attend himself, his Sound at Tacoma, Washington;
III" by orchestra.
«J "Very much," replied the august one of those entering the tourna de Arrieta, Fred Gamboni, Junan head librarian at Pacific since 1928. who was seen in "Front Page" father, who is a contractor, went College of Idaho at Caldwell,
The show comes to an end with
paSl v^pnator. "It's a relief to see a ment by virtue of a ruling new Bronzich, Elinor Shepard, Cathe No specific reason was given for and
"Liliom"
on
the
Little on the trip and helped them in Idaho; Intermountain-Polytechnic the final thirty minutes over the
„ . .:(>ntest to which the public at- this year. All inexperienced upper rine Elder, Mae Vignolo, Margaret Miss Joachims' resignation, which Theatre boards earlier in the this capacity.
at Billings, Montana; and State
local station. The following will
J'- ' ' tches great importance quickly division students in a four year Garibaldi, Sylvia Pattison, Grace was accepted by Tully C. Knoles,
S. C. A. members and friends College at Bozeman, Montana.
season.
be heard from 10:30 to 11:00.
pcided without my having to go institution are also eligible for Tener, Helen Hanrahan, H. A. president of the College.
w
h
o
a
s
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CONVENTION PLANNED
'The Mistress of the Inn" will
"Zorahayda" by orchestra.
• n record with a vote which may competition.
Dr. Knoles expressed regret at start promptly at 8 o'clock, and Powell, Allan Breed, Buford Bush,
At present the head of the new
Marton, and Francis Finney.
Short talk by Alumni Secretary
jiuse me future embarrassment.'
the
departure
of
Miss
Joachims,
Florence
Appel,
Dr.
Allen
Waldo,
province
is
engaged
in
arrange
tickets will be on sale at the
PREPARATIONS
Bob Burns.
thanked
her
for
"her
years
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Jacoby,
Mary
ments for the annual provincial
Meanwhile, preparations for the
doo..
Midnight Bells"—violin solo by
Since January 1, 1938 construc
Galton, Esther Ong, Helen Hall, convention to be held in Southern
the benefit of Mrs. Pease and Linfield Invitational Tournament tion on college and university splendid service." Miss Joachims
Norman Lamb.
was
recognized
throughout
central
;
and
Miriam
Spuller.
California
this
year.
The
date
is
i;- il those young ladies and gentle- are going on apace among the union buildings has been begun or
Bill Kelley, a blind athlete, is
"Australian Up-Country Song"
as yet undecided.
ien who so dutifully pleaded varsity squad. Yesterday and completed at a cost of more than California for her training of li trying for a position on the Uni
by A Capella.
brarians.
ackward, turn backward, oh today saw an intensive round of $6,000,000.
Marriage is the life-goal of 96
versity of Pittsburgh track team
Tenor solos by Harmon Ginn.
ECONOMY OBJECT
e in thy flight. Make me a i n t r a s q u a d d e b a t e s i n v o l v i n g
in the high-jumping division. His per cent of the students enrolled
"Valse Lent from Ballet Sylvia"
hild again just for this semester,
Major motive behind the new average leap is. five feet, five in the Pennsylvania College of
nearly all teams of the College of
by the band.
viewing
such
questions
as the Pacific on the Stockton
library administration is economy. inches.
Women.
OFFICIAL DEDICATION
.'here is my 'at?" and "Where Junior College squad.
The bibliotheque will be staffed by
States Producer Crabbe: "This
I at?" staid and scholarly Pathree full-time workers—Gerould,
1
o
show marks the official dedica
ificites imagined themselves In
Miss Potts and an assistant librari
tion of the Campus Studio's new
igtails and short dresses once
an to be named to fill the vacancy
tie-up with KWG and the begin
The Campus Studio, under
ore.
left by the departure of Miss
ning of Pacific's ninth year of
the supervision
of
John
Joachims—plus
a
reduced
number
In some few sections where
"If you haven't purchased
campus broadcasting. We Invite
Crabbe, announces its broad
of
student
part-time
helpers.
Stu
graduates of the College of the Payour first ticket for the 1939
all members of the student body
cast schedule for the spring
fic have not yet penetrated,
dent work in the library will be
Naranjado, you should do so
and the general public to attend
semester as follows:
lography is still taught in the
cut
to
a
minimum
operating
re
at once. It's your yearbook,
"Pacific Premiere" and get a true
Mondays at 11:15 a.m.—
Called at the request of the Pa
quirement, according to the new
yfod old way, the grand old way,
and the best record of your
idea of what is being accom
President
Tully
C.
Knoles
in
cific
Southwest
Field
Council
of
le way which seems in danger
librarian. He was not prepared,
i ,,•!>
college activities that you
plished in radio here at Pacific."
'The World Today." Also re
however,
to
say
how
much
student
I
f complete abolition at the hands the Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A.
will ever have, so take an
Tickets for the "Big Broadcast"
leased through other stations
the northern California Asilomar
help
would
be
curtailed.
,1, i f new-style educators
interest and buy now."
are being distributed on the
Planning Committee meeting will
of the California Radio Sys
In line with the new economy pro
hi ® -Once, emphasis was not laid on
That is the way Bill
campus this week and are avail
tem.
gram, the magazines have been
hat products are grown where, be held here at Pacific Sunday,
Workman, Naranjado sales
able at the Information Office in
February 5, from 10 a. m. to 4
Tuesdays at 2:00 p. m. —
moved in with the reserved books,
.nd why is rain.
manager, voiced an appeal
the Administration Building.
Musical Portraits given by
under the vigilance of one student
•|il' [Indeed not. Instead, scenes like p. m.
"There
is
no
royal
road
to
ideal^into
license.
To
emphasize
the
latthis week.
Auditorium doors will swing
Delegates from Stanford. San
assistant. Other steps designed to law—it lies in the responsibility of ter evil, Dr. Radin referred to the
members of the Conservatory
I 11"
Jle following were common—well,
For two semesters P. S. A.
open to the studio audience next
increase the efficiency and decrease
of
Music.
.-eh"110* piy common. Asked "What is Jose State, University of California,
contemporary figure of Mayor
the people."
members the reduced rate is
Wednesday night at 8:30 p. m.
the running expense 'of the library
Wednesdays at 11:00 a. m.
nstralia bounded by?" a Montreal Cal. Aggies, Fresno State, Univer
Dr. Max Radin of the California Hague of Jersey City, who recently
now $1.50, payable in three
A capacity crowd is expected to
sity
of
Nevada,
Sacramento
Junior
will be taken in the near future, School of Jurisprudence offered declared "I am Law."
—The Book Parade, with
iild answered — correctly—"Kan
installments at fifty cents a
be on deck when the opening
College, and Chico State will attend
stated Gerould.
Bobbin
Gay
Peck
as
re
poos."
Dr. Radin emphasized the three
this stimulating statement In "The
ticket. The rate is $2.50 total
strains of "Pacific Hail" hit the
the meeting.
viewer.
OTHER
JOB
OPEN
inate
Liberties
of
man—economic,
Law
of
a
Free
People,"
the
third
for one semester P. S. A.
The delegates from Pacific will
air at 9 o'clock.
Wednesdays at 2:00 p. m.
The library committee, in meet of the College of the Pacific lec civil, and political, and, in an en
I
ought to do good to others be Irvin Grubbs, who was ap
members, also on the install
o
— Campus Correspondent,
tertaining manner, showed the dif
ing Wednesday, approved a definite ture series Wednesday night.
PL p* simply and as naturally as a pointed convenor of the Planning
ment plan.
news of American colleges
0rse runs, or a bee makes honey,
ficulties
of
lawyers
and
judges
A
renowned
legal
authority
and
outline
of
Gerould's
program,
The deadline on this special
Committee, Grant Colliver, Mary
by Bill Becker.
complete details of which were author, Dr. Radin clearly showed who try to determine how much
.<•
a vine bears grapes season after Galton, Erwin Farley, and Dr.
offer is qn February 10,
Thursdays at 1:00 p. m.—
the small audience how easily the law a "free" people can stand.
not released.
.
"
lason without thinking of the
"positively"
and
after
that
Harold Jacoby.
Pacific Symposium, featuring
One
of
the
most
interesting
sub
restriction
of
civil
rights,
particu
In
regard
to
the
full-time
va
tapes which it has borne."—Mardate the price for all stu
At the Sunday meeting, purpose
debates on timely topics.
cancy, Dr. Farley said that no larly that of the freedom of speech, jects dscussed was the plan of the
Aurelius.
dents will increase one dol
of the conference will be deter
Fridays at 7:30 p. m. —
move to fill it has yet been made, may lead to modification of politi California School of Law to exhibit
lar.
mined and physical details of the
at the San Francisco Fair all the j Radio Stage—15-minute play
but
will
be
soon.
cal
liberties.
Members of the low freshman
IMPORTANT: You cannot
annual Yule-week "Y" session will
lets by Little Theatre mem
books required for legal decisions
HAPPY MEDIUM
class were entertained Wednesday
put your Naranjado cost on
be discussed.
for
a
state
for
one
year.
bers.
The speaker, stocky and genial,
evening, February 1, at the an
your bill, nor does the pur
s
More than one hundred delegates
This schedule will become
peered gingerly over his glasses to POPULAR BOOK
chase of a student body card
nual Frosh Mixer held in the
are expected to attend the Plan
effective beginning Monday,
The final opportunity for Junior his audience and warned them to
S. C. A. rooms In Anderson Hall.
entitle you to a book.
An opportunity for advanced ning Committee meeting.
Dr.
Radin,
whose
most
recent
find
the
proverbial
happy
medium
College students to take the PsgyFebruary 13th, with the stuStop any Naranjado repre
Games, dancing, singing, and re
.nd •aining in the 'field of social
—o
; dio operating under the new
chological Examination will be between too much liberty and too book, "The Law and Mr. Smith?
freshments were enjoyed througlisentative wearing the orange
ork was made known this week MRS. WINDMILLER ILL
tomorrow
morning at 9:00 much law. The dangers of the is currently winning favor, was In
affiliation with Station KWG
j out the evening, but the highlight
and black NARANJADO arm
Mrs. Louis Windmiller, wife of
1th the announcement that Mrs,
and the California Radio
in room 210. Students must take first of these extremes were well- troduced by Dr. Harold Jacoby of
| waa a skit, "Ferdinand," the wellband. He will be. only too
the
Sociology
Department
of
the
ay Golemen will teach a course Professor Windmiller, has been ill
System.
this test before they can complete illustrated by historical examples
known story of a sentimental bulj,
pleased to serve you.
I Principles of Social Work dur- with the flu, but is now reported
of excessive liberty disintegrating College of the Pacific.
registration.
very much improved.
g the spring semester.

; talking About Snow . . .

Leaders Talk
On Traditions
Block P Group Gets
Vote Of Confidence

Newman Club
-ormed By
^acificites

Spanish Armies

I os© Anothi
^

McCall New
Pi K. Delta
Governor

Catholic Students
Organize; Finney
Temporary Head

^ *'

Pacific Debate Coach
Appointed To Head
Pacific—Northwest

Gerould New
Library Head

' UIS 6PS

DIRECTOR

Joachims Resigns;
Student Help Cut

Farce Plays
In Studio
Theatre

it Fever Pitch . . . .

Going Up—That's
New S.C.A. Cabin
At Hogan Dam

SPEC*

ere's a Thought . . .
DUTCHjj

gUSt

BC*'

to

Rent

Asilomar Planning
Group Meets
Here Sunday
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THE DEMOCRATIC SPIRIT
is something worth keeping alive, according to the
u
recently formed International Committee to Ai
.lent Refugees, an organization through which I rotestant, Catholic and Jewish students of,over 100
colleges throughout the country plan to help student
victims of dictatorial intolerance by bringing them
to the United States to continue their studies.
_
In a letter sent out last week to 600 colleges, in
cluding Pacific, the Committee set forth its deter
mination to secure scholarships, tuition and living
expenses in this country for student refugees. Spin
behind the movement: to fight religious and racial
intolerance, and to dempnstrate that American stu
dents will preserve a human and democratic form
of government in their native land.
One of the Intercollegiate Committee's most im
mediate objectives is the calling of an intercollegiate
conference in Cleveland, Ohio, on February 17 and
18. Organizations sponsoring the work of the refu
gee committee include the National Student Fedciation of America (of which Pacific is a membei ), the
National Intercollegiate Christian Council, the Inter
collegiate Menorah Association .(Jewish student
group), the American Student Union, and the Na
tional Coordinating Committee for Aid to Refugees
and Emigrants Coming from Germany.
While the PSA may not be able to send a delegate
to the Cleveland conference, the undergraduates at
Pacific should take steps to get behind this move
ment, if not through their own Executive Comrnittee, then through the SCA, International Affairs
Club or some combination of these groups. It is
certainly one of the worthiest causes that PSA mem
bers could possibly support in this year of oppression.

By BASTIAN
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SOPHOMORES
don't forget that another new batch of freshmen is
with us. It may not be a large group, but it is certainlv one which should be initiated into the old Pa
cific traditions. It is your job to see that the dink,
no-talking-to-women commandments, as well as the
others, are enforced. If Pacific traditions are to con
tinue to have full meaning it is up to the second-year
men to be on their toes.
However, don't bend over backwards in your
zeal, sophs. The Block P society is squarely behind
you in the matter of enforcement, but will not, under
any circumstances, tolerate undue hazing. Make sure
that the commandments are obeyed, but do not go
out of your way to make life miserable for the new
comers. That is not the idea behind Pacific tradi
tions. Be firm but always act in such a way that the
frosh who are taking it now will still have respect for
you and, what is more important, a lasting respect
for the spirit of the traditions which you are trying
to impart to them.
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REGISTRATION
SOLUTION
NUMBER 2,001
Here's A Typical Bushwah Attack On
An Ever-Pressing Problem; What's Yours?

By BUFORD BUSH
•
There have always been prob
lems in our life and problems in
your life and then there is always
the problem of placing "Big Bill"
VIA GROSSE
Avery and "Little Floyd" Swagerty in an Austin driven by Rollie DAVEY O'BRIEN OF T. C. U.
Campbell.
But those problems believes national recognition ought
—plus Einstein—are cinches, pipes, to carry with it enough cash for
amusement items, as compared postage fees, or something along
with the brain waves generated those lines says the U. S. C.
while treading the amazing maze Trojan. He can't even buy stamps
of registration.
for the 2,500 letters he receives
What bothers us is that such an from such far apart points as
rightfully classified as unimportant sidekicks of their atUtude is foolish. After all, it's Honolulu and New York City. His
an excellent system, but it's the
consistent writers, keep this
more influential brothers-under-the.-skin, the so-called obvious that is ruining the system most
under your hat, are three nurses
and after gazing upon the lost in Kentucky. They wrote him
"major sports"?
Specifically, should track, tennis, swimming, and souls wandering around dazedly in after every game and telegraphed
search of the elusive fountain of
golf be laid on the shelf, or relegated to a back seat completion, WE ADVOCATE RE congratulations after the more im
portant ones. You'd better keep
in the intercollegiate program? Is that their proper FORM.
them on your list, big boy, for
The obvious must be eliminated! they might come in handy for
place?
SO SIMPLE!
some free nursing if you hap
Considering solely the immediate publicity value
Now registration is designed for pened to get pushed around a bit.
to the PSA, the College of the Pacific, or the Stockton simple souls. But who wants to
Junior College, it is probably true that football, and be a simple soul? Not the Sophs "IT AIN'T WHAT IT USED TO
to a lesser extent basketball, are most important. —why it ain't dignified! Besides be" is a good slogan for the hos
this system is so simple it must pitality handed out in the geog
That this situation need continue indefinitely is im he elevated by complications. So raphy department at Syracuse,
probable. Certainly top-notch swimming or track the super-Senior tangles himself N. Y. The chinaware now con
teams are a valuable asset from that standpoint alone. up trying not to be caught in such sists of a tin cup and two saucers
a simple procedure.
thus necessitating eating in shifts
From another purely utilitarian -angle the value Something like the little saying, My suggestion would be unbend
of minor sports is inestimable. I refer to the drawing "Tell a man there's a million stars a little bit and cool the tea via
power they exert for the high school graduate who is in the sky, he believes you. But the saucer method. Not cricket,
let him read a sign of "Wet Faint," says you, but it does speed the
interested solely in one of the "minor" sports, or in he investigates.
process.
a combination of basketball and track, for example
We're still advocating reform
and because all reforms demand
WE'RE ALWAYS IN THE
Many such are on the Pacific campus today.
slogans, we're favoring ELIMINA vanguard when it comes to tell
Are such sports really minor? Certainly not to TION . . .
ing all our little readers about the
the person who participates in them, who enjoys com Of the terror of the Frosh,
pretty new fashions that sweep
The baffler of the Sophs,
petitive athletics, but has neither the phsique nor
over that far, far away horizon.
The butt of Junior laffs,
The goils in San Jose have
the inclination to try football or basketball.
And snooty Senior scoffs.
adopted a new theme song en
Are they minor? Certainly not from the stand TO ARMS, COMRADES!
titled "Wooden Shoe Like To Be
point of the values received by the individual who Now as for a platform of action. My Sweetheart?" Celebrating the
competes. The well-known virtues of determination, Let's look at this thing from all entrance of the wooden-soled shoe
angles. Have you checked it from into collegiate life. They tell me
initiative—yes, even fight!—are developed upon the the bird's eye view as well as it's the very latest thing. Some
running track or in the swimming pool or on the the worm's line of vision? Do you people feel they will wreak havoc
see what I mean?
with the corn patch at the hops
courts just as they are upon the gridiron.
Look! Numbers all over the (dances), and others are just itch
If a college is going to avoid retrogression, it place. To what end? And is it ing to give a wearer the hot
must progress. There is no middle course of mark fun? What does Number One foot to see what happens.
ing time, for stagnation is a step backwards. Let's mean? It means the beginning—
the first—the start. The start of
TWO INVENTIONS . HAVE
keep Pacific marching straight ahead along the line what? I dunno, but wait till I made
their appearance in the
of a fuller minor sports" program!
G
thumb through this registration south, Los Angeles to be exact,
book.
that may have something worth
It's too obvious. Registration, while. The first invention is a
aa she is now, lacks the sparkle of vest-pocket telephone which a per
conquest, the lure of the unknown. son can use without wires. A
have been given one week (from the date of publica Our platform recommends life, vi- tiny coll of wire gives off enough
tion) by Bob Breeden, Pacific athletic director, in tality, mystery. We recommend electricity to make calls. This is
which to concoct catchy phrases to be used in cele some simple little ditties, self-ex in the experimental stage, so
planatory, easily read, question- don't run the phone company wild
bration of Coach A. A. Stagg's fiftieth year of coach- satisfying, which build a certain trying to buy one of these gadgets
ing The winner will receive two season passes for amount of the spirit of enjoyment for your own use.
the four I acific home games next fall. Two single Into an otherwise morbid business.
For instance:
THE SECOND OF THE TWO
game tickets will go to the runner-up. The contest We'll take your money here
items (both were from the Tro
At Windows Four and Five; jan) dealt with a gadget called
Z?ln £ a,Tne and any number of sI°Sans may Please
the "Luminophor." Printed ar
restrain all cheers—
be submitted by one person. The Board of Athletic
Give thanks you're still alive. ticles are reproduced in a few
C teSt Whkh closes at mid
seconds by use of this machine.
Or:
night, February 10.
Your health we'll quickly fix;
Just drop in at Window Six. Don't forget to vote for this
There's a real chance for some fellow or girl with
Could it be:
amendment in the spring Pacific
a knack for advertising
to
capitalize
on
it!
Plus
the
t0
P ^ "amCS °f S t H ^ and Pacific
Stiffen the' upper lip, my son,
Student Association elections. Let's
Things are getting brighter; take the drudgery out of registra
Window Four co'mpletes your fun tion!
household words from coast to coast in 1939. Di
You're now a classy writer.
(Ed. Note—But how about those
into it, sloganizers!
Well!
That's our
platform. fallen arches?)
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By Sapiro

jtef
liiiiininiiiiiiniiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiininininniiiinniiniininiinimiiiiiiiniiinmiiiiiiniii™'1'^
Jack Smart, rotund NBC actor,
vY//reigns as heavyweight rhumba
Gates, it's high time we start
champion of Hollywood. Smart
tips the scales at 310 and won a getting on the beat for the new
recent Rhumba contest at La- semester. Last week's cramming
sort of put a crimp in our jam
Conga, Hollywood Night
(There's some chance for "The ming, but it's all over now and
'V;.. perni e tli'ng
here goes the dope on the latest
By TWINCHELL
Cat's Whisker" maybe yet.)
.•got
§offl
swing
happenings.
Mrs. Andy Devine, wife of the
If a weary senior, being drag*
aVy gh of
gravel-throated NBC comedian and "DOWNBEAT" RETURNS
u
through the knothole of registr & tbe »
mayor of Van Nuys, Calif., and
The big news of the week'comes Hon for the last time, l ,Jd ^ en"'
s gni
her seven and one-quarter pound from the "Downbeat" poll. This 11T1 f An 4TITO1i.a ..« t i i
even
,
boy (horn Tuesday, January 24) is a tabulation of musician and up for twelve units he had
ten'ific
have
and
three
he
wanted
for
are reported doing well. This is hep-cat votes from all over the
their second child, and second world for the purpose of selecting same last time, walking into
classes with fingers crossed "I
7'
boy.
the outstanding individuals and
«P"
Shep Fields, of rippling-rhythm bands in the business. Artie Shaw the last time and watching t! of
fame, predicts a great success for and his solid crew sprang a big
a new waltz, "Genevieve Blue," re upset by beating out Benny Good
biaifto- ^
Nevada's Win
cently composed by Frank Hodek, man's outfit for top swing band looks registered on their facf
l
conductor and arranger on NBC's honors. Goodman won the,title of for the last time, may be peLity ° „r.cted nianV
Ro"
mitted to enjoy the privilege Lni?81 a
Hollywood Radio City staff.
outstanding soloist, and placed
ner
Club *er'
r u . •
Route 66. via New Mexico, is to four of his band on the all star giving fatherly advice to thes pon '
oblivious greenhorns, then he noU the sierI a
be changed to the "Will Rogers
band list. And, of course, Gene speaks-for the last time-Quo-Y^t.JlppeO'
Highway, in honor of the late
Krupa was chosen as the finest FRESHMAN;
],„se
DUan<humorist.
hide-beater of them all.
D°n u
Tyrone Power, Woodbury Play
Ted'
Norton.
THOU
SHALT
NOT:
covet
.Ted
,In the "sweet" division of the
Bc(ty
house star, is a connoisseur of
'
Rc etl
poll, Glen Gray and the Casa Loma room-mate's books, ties, sweats®^
m Ernie
rhumba records.
He recently
Rlt«
band won top billing. It seems tux shirts, tux pants, tux stud
HallihftrK'
brought quite a collection from
cfS
1
tux
coat,
tie,
tux,
car,
smis»
Bill
Schcdl«
odd that this fine combination
11 DaVls'
South America and has been en
change,
large
change,
chan^'""
Weave!
irm
Weaver,
BfV
should win this particular division,
tertaining his friends with re
for the Casa Lomas were the first girl, girl's friend, electric raz.
cording concerts.
THOU SHALT NOT: covet t: 18
d© Manual,
Ted Sherdeman, author of NBC to bring swing to the nation's ears neighbor's shoe polish, hair tonii;«r,e' Ra5 W
when
they
played
for
the
Camel
urn
serial, "Brenthouse," before turn
soap, towels, green trousers, reI, Hepb '
ing to radio, was a newspaper Caravan 'way back in the early ties, blue ties, brown ties, purpl
man, stage pianist, advertising "thirties." Benny Goodman was ties, books, typewriter, after-shajash visited in >•••
i urn
man, marionette builder, radio unheard of in those days, and the ing lotion, Chesterfields, Cameli week-end WI
'
singer and commercial illustrator. Casa Loma bunch had a clear field Luckies, Pall Mall (pronounceL ,Kay Cbisman
for top swing honors. There's no
PACIFIC PRODUCTS
Pell-mells), Old Golds or WinJParker, and
Franklin Wilbur, program direc getting away from the fact that notebook
paper, ink, stampb Saturday nigh •
tor of KMJ and former Paeificite, this band is the best in the busi tennis racket or Pacific banner. .dinner guests of Mr.
ness,
for,
in
addition
to
copping
Insinuates that radio takes its toll
THOU SHALT honor thy pi i B l a n c h a r d a n d t h e n
in more ways than one, in a letter the "sweet" title, they placed sev fessor, thy advisor, thy hoi >r, Olivia Ann. M i •
to "THE CAT'S WHISKER." enth in th^ "swing" division for mother, thy upper classmen, t] 7 the former Ruth
(Elucidate, please, Mr. Wilbur!) the best all-around showing of any classmates, thyself, thy hone]
He also writes, "My career in radio band.
toil.
| « • *
isn't apt to induce a rise in blood CORPORATE BAND
AND FURTHERMORE,.
Ale is back in school
pressure—but, again, I'll garner
While we're on the Casa Loma
THOU SHALT NOT take thr an absence of two
one or two of the more salient subject, it may interest you cats
By GLADYS HUGHES
points and forward them to to know that the band is a cor name of thy advisor, thy profejilcome back and go. d
sor, thy dean, thy president, tl
Hello, again, my dear little you.—" (Look for these "salient poration, and, as such, has been coach, thy upper classmen, tl
points" in the next Naranjado.) the biggest money-making organ
reader. Now that finals are defi
Dorothy "Peter" Brown, that ization in the name band field. All neighbor, thy roommate, thy ctenjS:
nitely over—and my headache has
NBC correspondent "The Cat's members of the band own stock lege in vain.
i Norton having no
settled back into its normal tempo,
THOU SHALT NOT wear corf
I am again about to attempt to Whisker" put on the "spot" a few in the corporation, and regular or jeans on the campus of tl all with the business
times recently, is in Continuity meetings are held to determine
ng brought along his
help you out in your reading.
Acceptance work at NBC Radio policies, bonuses, jobs, and possible College of Pacific and Stockti ib Weaver being helped
Junior
College
known
as
the
F
PERPENDICULAR
City, Hollywood. She writes it is changes in personnel. Glen Gray
igistration by his fiancee,
PRONOUNIST
an interesting job. (More about is president, "Pee Wee" Hunt vice- cific Student Association, and n srl . . , News of the
to be confused with any oth
One of the b&st things I have her in the Naranjado.) Beg your
image of Beatrice Mai
read in quite a while is "Present pardon, Peter—Yes, she's a former president, and Kenny Sargent sec institutions in or around the CI
I John Bercham, January
retary
in
the
corporation.
As
an
of
Stockton,
or
surrounding
co
Indicative," by Noel Coward (re Paeificite, a "twenty-eighter."
i The new home Is in
example of their money-making munities. Whew!
member "The Circle" Sunday
The "Cat's Whisker" received a
• Will Challis liked
THOU SHALT NOT light
night) ?
Despite the amazing classy, glossy photo of Wilbur abilities ,the corporation's assets
J a) Davis so Well
were
given
as
$500,000
at
a
recent
waste-papl
'
amount of "I's" with which the Bailey, KFBK, Sacramento, an
to thy neighbors
there
a Student
book is liberaily besprinkled, it is other C. O. P. grad, this week. meeting, and the weekly pay-roll basket, throw beds out of tl
is
$2400.
And
that
ain't
cabbage!
window, tie ropes between do*'® aw'es week-endliu,
charming and sophisticated and You'll see it in the near future.
OFF THE BEAT
nobs, put Rice Krispies (Adv.) |,n stopping a t lwiWe
certain to entertain you.
Howard Thurston, Pacific's lat
Harry James, ace trumpeter in thy neighbor's bed, put watfj ei'e sbe saw Claud
Mr. Coward seems to have led est addition to radio, and KWG, is
an amazing and colorful life. Hav handling the 7:15 and 9:15 news Benny Goodman's band, left the g l a s s e s a b o v e t h y n e i g h b o r ' s d o d ! a n L i v i d N i v e n . .
ing practically grown up in the casts in the morning from the outfit to organize his own orches d r o p b a g s o f w a t e r f r o m s e c o n T e n W i n g a s t e a k b a k e
tra, taking with him Dave Mat story windows, set alarm clocl' ' ar£e Nichols re
theater, he is amazingly con Stockton station.
thews, lead sax man with Good for three in the morning in hf
she is to tea !:
versant with his background, and BENTLEY GETS CHANCE
man. The new band started work den places on sleeping porchU" -Jodesto . . . Aho m
amusing anecdotes about great
Norma Bentley .another Paeific
empty drawers, or adulterate tlj pv,°rth Leagu. : >
figures of the theater flow quite ite who is making good in several on January 25th.
An interesting item to tennis neighbor's Fleischman's.
naturally from his pen. Read it ways with her music, is going to
,a^° ^or a show . r In
THOU SHALT NOT Sit 0|YjNlchO]s and
for a clever and very entertain have an audition with a Univer fans is that Gene Mako, doubles
ing insight into the modern the sal Films talent scout soon. She partner of Don Budge, and a fair kneel on, stand on, or look lo: l*e8t',b,°th brlde-*lect,
staff member. siBV.
ater and the life of its fair-haired and her sister used to be with to middlin' drummer, will soon ingly at the Senior Benches
have his own band. Gene Krupa get thy hair clipped off wlthoL so that Bin can pay
boy.
"R. K. O. Orpheum Circuit."
D ' • • Happy birthd
A COUPLE OF
Florence Newberry, Paeificite, is is helping him find a good outfit the help of a sophomore.
THOU SHALT NOT take tf » Bev ....
SPOOKERS
still on KGDM.
Speaking of to front, and we may hear from
name of "Glutz" in vain. •
For those of you who like mur KGDM, this station is no longer him in the near future.
Ella Fitzgerald, plump chanTHOU SHALT NOT talk
der mysteries we offer J. J. Con- on the Mutual Network.
nington's "Truth Comes Limping"
The new "FRESH" broadcast teuse with Chick Webb, will go make sign language at, wrU -wro ari(j .
and John Latimer's "The Dead over KWG is going places. The to the altar this month while the notes to, wink at, get blind dat «ssfui Gek
Don't Care." The Connington book local bread sponsors are providing band is at the Park Central Hotel. with, or look amorously at tho Jriday
tuK
is a rather amiable little number plenty of entertainment and thrills Everything's all set except that who sign their registration blan^to agree ' '
the
Ella
won't
reveal
the
name
of
the
'«>>•i
with a "miss."
which rambles aimlessly toward for local fans. The announcers
its conclusion with only four mur seem to have as good a time as do groom. Webb has given his offi OH YES, AND
THOU SHALT NOT get in fro
ders and one attempt at arson. the participants. Listen in, maybe cial okeh as Ella's foster-father.
Time's a-wastin' and the dead of the shaking finger of the St ^!(
Try it if you're in the mood for you'll win three dollars. By the
ts
something gorey in a mild way. way, what's your phone number? line is here, so hang on till next dent Affairs Committee.
led
.
for Al
A)
week
and
we'll
go
into
this
swing
FRESH-LADY
"The Dead Don't Care" is an
Jack Lindesmith, KTRB, and
S, it
Phe
n* ^np,,
THOU
SHALT
NOT:
chisel
stuff
more
deeply.
other of those slightly cock-eyed formerly of Modesto J. C. is organHick wBp Wa« ann
the dining hall line, eat your fi
ntiev
ouncej
o
murder mysteries done in the best casting from Modesto now, they
*' P^iident.
flat-rate meal, praise the food,
Latimer manner. As usual, his tell me. Haven't heard him as yet,
Wilson College is filming its come to Sunday dinner witho ^
three detectives, liberally pickled but a very blond Paeificite tells
in alcohol, get themselves in many "The Cat's Whisker" he's very students while walking to aid being decked in your latest a
them in correcting posture and
crazy and hilarious scrapes. The good. Oh, by the way, Jack is
Continued on Page
walking deficiencies.
book is slightly risque, but very going to cast aside his singleness
funny—and we recommend it soon, it's reported.
highly to them as like 'em that A BUSY SONGBIRD
way.
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacj .
Well, I think that ought to be
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24, 1 '
enough for this week, but next
at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 8, 1
week, having got ourselves back
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in se
into the old grind again, we'll pre
tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
sent you with a nice batch of
odds-and-ends—so long.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.30 A YEAR
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THE PACIFIC WEEKLY

One use this gadget has been put
to is the turning out of copies
of assignments where only one
book is available. This one is in
use at USC right now.
"BASEBALL W A S ALWAYS
just too sissified for the girls at
our school," says a Syracuse co-ed.
To prove her statement, she has
won two cups for her skill in
badminton, tennis, basketball,
hockey, swimming, volleyball,
gymnastics, lacrosse, javelin
throwing, hurdles, and
field
events. Did I leave out any?

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK
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For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.

RICHARD EATO

BILL BECKER

Manager

Editor
Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234

Phone 9-9121 or 2-fll
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NEWS: Editor—Gregg Phifer.
_.
Ul
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Bob Wilkinson, Janet McGinnis. P
>$h
Stegall.
Reporters: Bonnie Smith, Betty Brocklehurst, Jessie Hanni
Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn MacDonald, Clio Abevcrombie, G
Scheere, Jack Hidy, Gladys Sanguinetti, Laura Lou Childs, Betty L
Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Lamb.

*C;9.900d«

SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
,
. h.
Reporters: Jane Jordan, Lois Wheeler, Frances Hull, Janet BaW 5
Marguerite Etzel, Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson.

Mary Eastman figured very
prominently in the Pacific Radio
SPORTS: Editor—Alex Donsker.
Poll last term. She doesn't find
Reporters: Jack Price, Clyde Lindsay, Don Bartonl.
enough time in the usual twentyFEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall.
.
lour hour day to do all she'd like
Associates: Buford Bush, Ray Grosse, Gladys Hughes, Oh
to, with her charity work, ath
"*
Have you heard about the new letics. and her assiduous studies Harvey, Ralph Trembley, Prlmo Yob, Bonnie Smith.
Rip Van Winkle carpets? They with the "Met." She also directs
ART: Editor—Rob Bastian.
are carpets with a long nap.
a community choral group. A CBS
Associate—Dave Matthews.
M. R. E.
star.
Staff Photographer—Dick Riddel!.
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CLUBS
DRAMA
MUSIC
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BETTY DIXON, E<3

L

Dorothy Christman
To Fete Miss
Alice Yelland

completeQ
A

L

s
s

E

E
S

G

Jlogies of the week go to
ra Foster and Dave Brubeck.
jtE WAS NO ENGAGEThat's what we get for
I '4|ng to Edward
Prescott

E

Miss Dorothy Christman has sent* Her fiance is the son of Mr.
out invitations to several hundred
and Mrs. Gay Rible, Senior, and
friends of Miss Alice Yelland to
attend a shower tea at the Christ- attended the University of Cali
SO many dumpy faces? Was man home Saturday afternoon, fornia at Davis.
Easter Sunday has been set for
ials last week, registration February 11.
Miss Yelland recently announced the day of the wedding.
KJeek, or Just?
1M. ( o;lstration "got" Berni Badger, her engagement to Mr. Gay Rible,
Miss Christman's shower for the
he was mumbling something Junior. She is the daughter of Dr. bride-elect will assemble several
"* h
h,| joining the navy. Then she and Mrs. R. L. Yelland of Stock hundred of Miss Yelland's friends,
i- Sd she'd seen enough of the ton, and attended the College of and is one of several affairs
the Pacific. She is a past worthy planned in honor of Miss Yelland.
,%lth
iFadviser of Stockton Order of Rain - Sorority and Rainbow sisters
'. listration is terrific
bow for Girls, a member of Alpha have been invited to greet and
go backward.
Theta Tau sorority, and active so serve the guests, between three
and six o'clock.
».
|ral of Pacific's brighter cially.
• * »r . ,
i-.Hral
,M
n
s
^survived
the "last round up"
'
' tin ° '3
nCfently to go skiing last weeklo -n o'
t

T

* " '
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Uth.r^

U)%

University of Nevada's Win1
' • '.'i
tort Carnival attracted many
® lr
H H
H •
It ;i 'pites. Donner, Mt. Rose,
fee, and the Sierra Club were
;MAti» «.
® of interest.
NOj.
lg those slaloming slippery
k*. ti„
were Don Rivett, Duane
David Smith ,Ted Norton,
[| Blinri, Ernie Reed, Betty
Frances Hallmark, Rita
fens
" ' •HA Norm Davis, Bill Schedler,
^
Joe, Bob Wentz, Bev Weaver,
' 7 Johnson, Alinde Dohrmann,
es Aberle, Raymonde Manuel,
- • ladge Hepburn.

>111

'

Is Marsh visited in San Fran(pJlast week-end with Gene''Olds J Mo ran .Kay Chisman Miller,
Ink, Jtte Parker, and Lavonne
Ptclfig idson. Saturday night, the
honor * were dinner guests of Mr.
Uor, Jrs. Bob Blanchard and their
daughter, Olivia Ann. Mrs.
is the former Ruth
,hjr*K. tt ' mrd
7
a"

r T > ' ' NTHK1U|oh»
PHOIT SHALT NOT ^ dv Leale is back in school
thy advisor, ft, after an absence of two
Welcome back and good
r. thy dean, th
upper eh

FIZZIES:
T \0T
Norton having no
th» r,-. ,e at all with the business
f Pacific mi having brought along his
knows a . . Bob Weaver being helped
--it Aw-latha, h registration by his fiancee.
n fused with u Earl . . . News of the
marriage of Beatrice Mat• In or inui
ind John Bercham, January
•n. or nrnnl ^'*
•teno. The new home is in
ville . . . Will Challis liked
v " NOT - jspitality at Davis so well
^Ichbon Ae is back there as a student
oar beds out . Gayle Rawles week-ending
i ropes betre I A. and stopping at Lake
K «::r» >head where she saw Claud-» 'ri, P®!olbert and David Niven...
v i-? ' n gals enjoying a steak-bake
w\-»r Irciy
Hi orf waiw
n"»ir . . . Marge Nichols re
news that she is to teach
windows, set *4 ne
grade in Modesto . . . About
m the m«r«h(jgra
'-five Epworth Leaguers en,rra on ileepinf j-fi\
, o- tdoKfea week ago for a shower in
. . hrum'1 I
Marge Nichols and Bar. ;. 11 ,T NOT ^ee Squires, both bride-elects
»n vor* T
WEEKLY staff members slav4'And, ®"»
•junior "; lt c°Py so
Bill can Pay
,
A eflln" bills . . . Happy birthday
' ' ; Saturday to Bev MUer . . .
,,JW0°d

.VT'SOT.'
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• RATS TO:
yof nan Sapiro and his orchestra
IHALT
successful Gek dance in
$i last Friday night. Rug cutat «*' lieem
nas'f
t° agree with the boys
itnt*
1
r rof *
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Silver Theme
Chosen
Mu Zetes

Faculty To
Greet J. C.
Students

A week from tonight has been
chosen by members of Mu Zeta
Rho sorority as a date for their
annual winter formal, which cele
brates their 25th year.
In keeping with the anniversary
theme, silver will be used decoratively throughout the house. Two
lighted silver lyre, emblem of the
house, will form a background
for the orchestra.
A lighted silver crest will adorn
the mantle. Silver balloons, min
gling with symbols of MZP, also
in silver, will be hung from the
walls and ceiling.
Pat Carson has been appointed
general chairman of the affair
and is being ssisted by Betty Dix
on and Vivienne Manary. Frances
Hallmark Is in charge of music,
and Betty Booth is arranging for
bids, which will repeat the silver
note.

Welcoming all new students of
the Stockton Junior College will
be the Faculty reception in Ander
son Hall Sunday afternoon frpm
five until seven o'clock.
Guests calling between those
hours will be greeted by President
and Mrs. Dwayne Orton, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Corbin, Mr. and Mrs.
James Corson, Miss Opal Berg and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wlndmiller.
Faculty committees are being
assisted by student body and class
officers in planning tKe affair.
Miss Opal Berg is general chair
man of the reception, and she is
being assisted by Miss Adina
Wiens, Miss Grace Cornogg and
Mrs. Ed Garrigan.
An enjoyable feature of the eve
ning will be the musical program
featuring Norma Bentley, soprano,
Norman Lamb, violin soloist, and
Mr. Henry Welton of the Conserv
atory, tenor.

*

roommtif

,a of

sot ^[officers wjn be elected next
Bay night for Alpha Kappa
raternity, it was announced
jby Dick Bentley, president.

sk;' orty-Nine Drug Co.

•

•

*

•
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Tau Kappa Has
Rhizomia'sNew
Installation
Officers Are
Rites
Installed
Tau Kappa Kappa held a
formal installation on Feb. 2. The
Installing officers were Helen
Hall and Ruth Johnson. The of
ficers Installed were:
President — Barbara Gammons;
Vice-President—Lois Mae Ventre;
House Manager—Rae Hungerford;
Treasurer—Dorothy Dinubilo; Re
cording Secretary—Jean Strong:
Corresponding Secretary — Betty
Anne Smith; . Assistant Corres
ponding Secretary—Alice Ladd;
Reporter—Lois Lasell; Sergeantat-arms—Norma James; Historian
—Edith Claire Hixon; Chaplain—
Betty Barron; Musician — Alice
Keehner.

Bob Kientz, all-Coast footballer
and president of the Interfraternity Council, was recently elected
to succeed Glenn Park Wilson as
president of Rho Lambda Phi fra
ternity.
As chief assistant to Bob Kientz
is George Blaufass of Napa. Also
serving the house for the spring
semester are Pat Dunlap of Mis
souri, house manager; Charles
Durham of Missouri, recording
secretary; Wayne Bird of Stock
ton, corresponding secretary; How
ard Hansbrow of Oakland, attor
ney; Ed Denny of Burlingame,
sergeant at arms; Norman Lamb
*
»
*
of San Jose, chaplain; Gene Rotsch
Harvard University has estab of Whittier, Frosh King, and Clar
lished 20 scholarships of $500 each ence DePuy, custodian of the num
eral "28."
for refugees from Germany.
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THE SHOCKER OF THE YEAR!

,.r U*

or

Local social circles were stirred
Last Friday evening, mothers
recently
by the announcement of
add patronesses of Mu Zeta Rho
the
engagement
of Miss Thelma
sorority presided at a beautifully
appointed bridge party that fGil&ert of Stockton to Mr. Dale
gathered a large number of so Higdon, also of this city. News
of the betrothal was revealed in
cially prominent Stocktonians.
Mrs. L .G. Vannuccini, president a statement of dues for members
of the group, headed the commit of Gamma Epsilon sorority, with
tees for the affair and named as which Miss Gilgert is affiliated.
her assistants Mrs. L. A. Mills, re
The bride-elect Is the daughter
freshments chairman; Mrs. I. W. of Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Gilgert
Carson, prizes; Mrs. Eva Grimshaw ,Mrs. Lucy Forkner, and Mrs. of this place and her fiance's par
Claude Wood, tables; Mrs. Joseph ents are Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Hig
Brichetto, decorations; and Mrs. don.
Miss Gilgert attended the Col
C. L. Rausch, enterta.nment.
Guests were greeted by Mrs. lege of the Pacific, where she
Vannuccini, Mrs. Mills, Mrs. Tully claimed Tau Kappa Kappa for her
C. Knoles, Mrs. Forkner, and Miss sorority, and ii a graduate of the
Maude Cornwall School for Secre
Nella Rogers.
Among those who reserved tables taries. She has been an active
for the party were Mr. and Mrs. member of the Order of Rainbow
Mills, Mrs. E. L. Blackmun, Mr. for Girls.
and Mrs. Victor Anderson, Judge
Mr. Gilgert attended the College
and Mrs. M. G. Woodward, Mrs. of the Pacific, affiliated with
Bruce Olmsted ,Mrs. Knoles, Mrs. Omega Phi Alpha fraternity, and
Wood, Dr .and Mrs. C. A. Rausch, graduated from the Humphrey's
Mr. and Mrs. Vannuccini, Mrs. School of Business. He was a
A. H. Forkner, Miss Frances past master councilor of the Order
Bowerman, Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard of the De Molay.
R. Cole, Mr. and Mrs. George
No date has been set for the
Hench, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond wedding, which will culminate a
Manuel, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Mc- campus romance .
Ghan, Mrs. E. L. Bartholomew,
Sorority sisters who were pres
Mrs. Grimshaw,
Mrs.
R. J. ent to first hear the important
Harder, Mrs.OrvIn Merritt, Mr. news included the Misses Nadine
and Mrs. Carson," Mr. and Mrs. Esplen, Zetta Esplen, Anna Mae
Harry Webber, Mr. and Mrs. Snook, Margaret Brooks, Virginia
Everett Wolf, Mrs. Brichetto, Mr. Young, Edna Clarke, Donna Gill,
J. W. Holbrook, Miss Emily Margery McCab, Edith Claire HixDodge, Mrs. C. F. English, and son; Mesdames Harold Hopper,
Charles Harry.
Andrew Pederson, Morton Brown,
*
«
*
Edith Hixson and Edna Wallis.
*
«
«

RECEPTION FOR
SENIORS HELD
FEBRUARY 13
New students of the College of
the Pacific will be guests of the
faculty at a reception in Ander
son Hall Monday evening, Febru
ary 13, at eight o'clock.
Guests will be greeted by Dr.
and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles and other
administrative officials.

Chili Beans - Sandwiches
Fountain Service

Mrs. Holman's
1603 Pacific Ave.
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Mu Zeta Ro T. Gilgert,
Dale Higdon
Auxiliary
To Wed
Has Party

WITH THE UNHOLY TRIO-

BASIL RATHBONE - BORIS KARLOFF
BELA LUGOSI

¥
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Patronize Pacific
Weekly Advertisers!

i'Vhen buying goods uptown or on the Pacific Avenue,

Former C.O.P.
Instructor Is
Visitor
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Dennis of
San Francisco, formerly of Stock
ton, and closely associated with
the Pacific Conservatory, were
Stockton guests last week.
Mr. Dennis was dean of the Con
servatory and a sponsor of Mu
Zeta Rho sorority. Later that day,
Mr. Dannis spoke before a group
of teachers. At present he is su
perintendent of music for the San
Francisco schools.
Mrs. Dennis spent the day with
Mrs. Robert Gordon, and Tuesday
evening Mr. and Mrs. Horace I.
Brown entertained the visitors at
a dinner party. Following dinner,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Russell Bodley, and Mr. and
Mrs. John Gilchrist Elliott enjoyed
an evening of bridge.

»

1*0*

H'

he college, its students, and its activities and organi
sations who is deserving of your-business.

CUf

By obser-

vidence of their interest, and desirability of your busi

I

PLEDGES HOLD
CARD PARTY
TOMMOROW

IN CONCLUSION
THOU SHALT NOT take a
Mu Zeta Rho pledges will be
streetcar downtown; for the meek
hostesses
at a bridge 'party to be
inherit naught. Learn the tech
nique of chiseling rides. Better held Saturday afternoon at 2
still, learn the technique.
o'clock.
THOU SHALT NOT entertain
Tables are being sold to anyone
gentlemen friends underneath thy
windows either during the day or
night, for he who leaves foot
prints will surely be punished.
THOU SHALT NOT forget to
carry a lipstick and piece of
kleenex when planning to take
an evening stroll. If this is too
much work, just don't wear any
lipstick. Better still, just don't.
THOU SHALT wait at least
or 10 full minutes after thy buzzer
has rung before going down to
•
find out who it is. Patience is a
virtue.

Engagement Cups
Rosenthal China

HUMPHREYS

Chas. Haas & Sons

School of Business

5 2 4 E. Main S t .

For better business positions
(Since 1896)

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S

BEST WISHES FOR THE
NEW SEMESTER!

S. H. KRESS COMPANY
MAIN STREET

STOCKTON, CALIF.

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Pro.duc+s
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

hate 4 what you've
(raen waiting jjot . . ,
A C O M P L E T E PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER
REMINGTON

Remette

Gang

Rent Any Make
Standard Machine

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613
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IjCOLLEGE STUDENTS!

Meet The

BOBBINN

Campus Representative

who wishes to play. Tea will bo
served later in the afternoon with
Mrs. Lucy Forkner, MZP house
mother, as hostess.
Beverly Wright is chairman of
the affair, and Barbara Caswell,
Bernadine Badger, Dorothy Bar
tholomew and Gayle Rawles are
assisting her.
Reservations may be made by
phoning 2-9083.

On our easy payment
plan, and remember "No
interest or carrying
charge."

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

At a softly candle-lit ceremony
last night, the new officers of Mu
Zeta Rho were Installed.
The presiding officers and offi
cers-elect in formals lent an air
of dignity and beauty to the occa
sion.
Betty Booth, retiring president,
performed the rites and presented
each new officer with a rose. Her
assistants were Hertha Rausch,
Frances Hallmark and Vivienne
Manary.
The installation was preceded
by a formal dinner with Mrs. Lucy
Forkner, house mother, as hostess.
Red roses, which were used as
decorations, furnished an air of
impressiveness for the ceremony.
The following officers were in
stalled: vice president, Junan Bronzich; recording secretary, Hertha
Rausch; treasurer, Ruth Lombardy; house manager, Doric Marsh;
chaplain and chorister, Beverly
Miller; house reporter and corres
ponding secretary, Barbara Cas
well; first directress, Vivienne
Manary; second directress, Phyllis
Grimshaw; historian* B e v e r l y
Wright.
Frances Hallmark headed the
new corps of officers, and was
presented with a gavel, symboliz
ing her new authority.

and the NEW UNDER
WOOD, ROYAL, CORO
NA and NOISELESS
PORTABLES.

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

A GOOD PLACE TO

5c — 10c — 25c

'It pays to patronize the Pacific Way

Continued From Page 2
quisition from the pages of
"Mademoiselle."
THOU SHALT NOT go to the
library to study, read this column
or otherwise clutter up your mind
with extra-curricular activities.
THOU SHALT NOT start dress
ing for breakfast at 6 a. m. or
return from an evening at that
same hour via a neighbor's downstair's window.

AT

y

?
e|

College Whirl

Hallmark
Heads Mu
Zeta Rho

Friday night, members of the
Zetagathean society will celebrate
a double occasion when their in
stallation ceremonies and the
fourth anniversary of the organi
zation fall on the same evening.
Immediately preceding the in
stallation ceremonies, a dinner will
be served in the Valentine theme
with a four-candled cake forming
the centerpiece.
Miss Lorraine Knoles, Mrs. Ralph
Brady and Mrs. Charles Gulick,
advisers; Mrs. Tully C. Knoles,
Mrs. Harold Jacoby, Miss Opal
Berg and Miss Marian Barr will
be guests of honor.
The formal installation ceremony
will be carried out in a gold and
white theme.
Doris Bishofberger is retiring
president, and she will be suc
ceeded by Harriet Kientz. Assist
ing with Miss Kientz as new offi
cers are Pauline Crawford, vicepresident; Claudina Hauser, secre
tary-treasurer; Norma Keegle, cor
responding secretary, and Elva
German, historian.
Mildred Field and Sylvia Pattison will present a musical program
for the entertainment of those pres
ent

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

ed.
ji

Advanced students of the organ
department will present the first
student recital of the season next
Sunday afternoon at four o'clock in
the College Auditorium.
Students performing will include
the following: Alice Tilton, Irving
Fritz, Vivienne Manary, and Eva
Montgomery.
The public is cordially invited.
PROGRAM
Gothic Suite
Boellmann
Choral.Menuet .Priere .. (Toccata)
Vivienne Manary
Clair de Lune
Karg-Elert
Finale, from Symphony IV
Widor
Alice Tilton
Meditation
Sturges
Rhapsodie in E Major. .Saint-Saens
Irving Fritz
In Paradise
Dubois
Festival Toccata
Fletcher
Eva Montgomery
* •
»

CUB HOUSE

ing the Pacific Weekly advertisers, you have direct

FT*

First Student
Recital To Be New Officers
Elected For
Presented
Zetagatheans

339 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS . . .

emernber it is the merchant who shows his interest in
\»

Virginia Henderson,
Norman Thole
Are Engaged

Her birthday anniversary was*Stockton Junior College and rechosen by Miss Virginia Hender siding with her grandparents, Mr.
son as the occasion for announc and Mrs. George W. Lyons of Moing her betrothal to Mr. Norman rada. She is affiliated with Stock
Thole of Sacramento. The an ton assembly of the Order of Rain
nouncement was made when Mrs. bow for Girls.
Harry S. Fuller, mother of the
Mr. Thole is the son of Mr. and
bride-elect, entertained the mem Mrs. William Henry Thole of
bers of the sewing group to which Santa Maria. He is a graduate
she belonged while a Stockton res of Santa Maria High School, Saoident.
ramento Junior College, and the
Guests were entertained at San Jose Teachers College. His
luncheon at the Sacramento resi fraternity was Phi Sigma Chi.
dence of the hostess, and the in
After an early summer wedding,
teresting
news
was
revealed the new Mr .>*nd Mrs. will make
through a jumbled words game.
their home in Sacramento, where
Tables for the luncheon were Mr. Thole is in business.
Two of the reasons for the interest in the Winter Carnival sponsored by the atttractively decorated with baby An interesting feature of the an
University of Nevada in Reno last week-end are these two Nevada co-eds tshown iris, narcissi, jasmine, and pussy nouncement party was that each
with their instructor. Several Pacificites participated in the event.
guest autographed the luncheon
willow.
Miss Henderson is well known cloth and embroidered her name
on the campus, having attended as a souvenir for the bride-elect.

"Son Of Frankenstein"

Hp mini

-on**

SKI-ING ON THE UP-GRADE

STARTS TODAY — THRILLS! CHILLS!

jin & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
l„ yoU' Mar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
.wed
, erything to be found In a
First-Class Pharmacy
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A L' S
TIGER
TALK

Tigers Meet Dons
In Cage Battle

Coach "Doc" Francis doesn't
seem to be any too happy these
days as the basketball season wears
on and the Tigers continue to lose
ball games.
It seems that two things in par
ticular are causing many a sleep
less night for the Bengal cage
coach. Number one, states Fran
cis, is the fact that his lads aren't
playing the brand of basketball
they are capable of. If they were,
he continues, they wouldn't be
losing so many games by such
small margins. In fact, they just
wouldn't be losing so many games.
Number two on his moan parade
is the fact that the Far Western
Conference, which usually has
weaker
competition
than
the
Northern California Leagues,
seems to be every bit strong as
the big sister league this season.
Proof offered for moan number
two is the fact that Nevada split
a two-game series with San Jose,
while the Cal Aggies were barely
nosed out earlier in the year by the
powerful Bear five.

By

Ales

SENIORS. FACULTY
Trackmet"
AWAIT CAGE CLASH Offered

llonsker

Festivities
for
the
annual*Every morning at 5 o'clock the
Senior-Faculty basketball clash, lads hold a strenuous two hour
set for Tuesday night, February p^actlce session- rehearsing secret
plays to spring on their elder
14, are quickly coming to the opponents.
boiling point with both teams
Coach Ed Koehler claims that
his cohorts are all in bed by
confident of victory.
From the Faculty side of the 1:00 A. M. and are adhering to
fence are heard low moans of the training rules set down by the
despair as Old Man Injury have Senior Class members. According
knocked their hopes of victory for to those in the know, Francis
a loop, although they are not "Fight" Finney and "Water Boy'
giving up by any means.
Hench will start at the guard
Following is the list of injured positions, McDonald and "Spindle
Faculty players and their ail Legs" Farley will be at the for
ments:
ward spots and "Stinky" Hedges
Dr. Betz—will be away on a will be at the pivot position for
debating trip and will be unable the Senior cause.
to play for his fellow instructors.
Say the Senior cagers: "We'll
Prof. Wenger—has injured his mop the floor up with those Old
shooting finger on the adding Men who still think they can
machine and will be greatly play basketball."
hampered, although the Infirmary
Say the Old Men: "We'll show
reports that he may still be able those young upstarts a thing or
to play.
two about this game. The only
Prof. Fenix—has lost consider time they have ever beaten us
able weight and energy from stay was last year, and if we would
ing up late at nights correcting have had a straight referee. .
finals.
And so the fight rages on. Both
Coach
Francis—is
very
low sides confident of victory; both
morally and physically because teams talking a good game. But
of the also very low condition of actions speak louder than words,
his varsity basketball team in gentlemen — we'll see what you
conference standings.
have to offer the night of Feb
On the other hand the Seniors ruary 14.
have gone into rigorous training
And please, no excuses from
for the eagerly awaited clash. the losing team.

HE PLUNKS 'EM IN

Local Squad Has Good Chance For
Victory In Loop Tilt Tomorrow

By ALEX DONSKER

Two Big Moans

Edited

peg"1
y/estern

A team of fighting basketball players from the Tiger
campus will be victory-hungry tomorrow night when
they tangle with Coach Wally Cameron's TJ. S. F.. Dons
in an Northern California cage contest. Although the
visitors will enter the fray as favorites, the Tigers have
a mighty good chance of pulling through with a victory.

T°n'e

Awards

Jackson To Give ft
Prizes For Track , n
Morale, Spirit
W

When the bees start ,
the birds start twitterli
flowers start blooming
weather becomes a lit#-, bf ^ntlve*
,«.Ji <r^dd,s
moist, then you know thaffpeP'69 pe«>' th"
Earl Jackson is happy / tliiP<>is " century
track season has oncJ«fI«teeD rg ago, »
L
rolled around. But in tkj .> ^
ot
f
o
r
old adage to heart ab/
^unt
vlnl
"Stun
m. CatCh'ng the; tt)e ta pf-espi''"1 1
year
Stonewall
has started» .tyred
„f "Lin "
practice prematurely in
L st°re
„nl, rabl'' •'
atroi
to better his record of ,»,^t son when his varsity squatf*"in *itn
and retoM.
•u
to13
up with second place
„ l 0 s » ' lk ' J
been
the F. W. C.
"0r and P«"
|
for to
As an added incentive "f
Co
vvura tor the Jaysee sp.jgty
" ne"of *is ***. ",T I
the thin-haired mentor Aide °n«
spring"' — »
nounced an annual awa£ in ^^natltu-.D •-"»
lection
gold medal to the out^e h>* c°"
,al.' Jm
I'll*"
member of the Stocktorf
mean.
•">
n<)
team. The, award will b('JrfewaS
v,allrOOB». but
a ba".
re iD
on the
in ^
the basis
basis of contrlbf.^*figure
^ found ,,n
<">
U,d *
track morale, leadership"'fcT*
<*
1,y
be
0
cr
'" . . of
the gaV pecOB
°'
formance.
p
tg 0i -— A committee composedTodd- latcI gnet which fornla
ector R. L. Breeden, the & *was the may o u n g m a n
cUltur
of J. C. track and CoacF^i'i,' a^k*yard
i
son will make the chni™
bed | j
end of the track season, f
Lincoln apI"' " .
l'i
111
sa,u' in
He has
also Indicated K
Ld
" 1
uaa aiso
'
.nmild
,
and said'
will present a gold medal10.1- "Miss Todd I 8
i f" "
first C. O. P. athlete
whf#'. niith
you th. WOft|Tt>« f
athlete whfT",,
with you
tll6 ('
his Lawrence College fd
8toclct<
record of ten minutes
„
man
accepted
wo
esj
seconds made some "thir
irt'01 ^Tobbled around th- j ,
When «he re- j»aMT
ago, which still stands I
Nelson,
Scott, Hoffm>fh """'8eat,' one of h«" I
«
r
H a r t e r should wage a 10
mischievously, ] f o u l ,,
Kked
asked
battle for honors.
he dance with you ,n
, did
Incidentally, such a mar
Tourt
way
also break the C. O.
5red, "the very ferlni
shc
Of 10:30 made by Hatch if
•r di
Both squads have ha4
list th
turnouts and all indicatiLmple LiflCOlll .
•
a fid <1
that many of the Jaysee] {ature generations of do
wall a
established last year v. worthy of the heartie-'
broken. Four varsity recxtdatjon.
One
clergyman speak
We be
also expected to go by tL him in one of his famous
dan,
side. Ford should better t . abates against the "IJtmarks in the high jump a.l, > Stephen A. Douglas, tourne
the fl
vault which he set last|
,0 his skill as folio*.
Track practice will b\. specifically impressed but ar
every day at 4:15 P. M.i fairnegs and honc.-ty of anea.
track, weather permitting! He bcgan by bating tiona

In the first place the Francis-^men will be playing on their home
court for the first time in several
weeks. The squad as a whole, has
shown much more fight and spirit
in their home games than when
on the road.
In the second place the locals
should be nearly at full strength
for the first time in many a moon.
Kelley, who has been on the sick
list for quite a while will be back
in uniform, and with the return of
Rippon to his old shooting form,
Heading the Stockton Jaysee's
the Bengals have a good chance to
casafba slingin' quintet's schedule
snatch a win for themselves to
for the coming week is a game
morrow night.
tomorrow night against the San
Several other squad members
Francisco J. C. This hi-Ught of
have fully recovered from colds
the season will be played in the
and should be rarin' to go against
Pacific gym as a preliminary to
the Dons.
the COP-USF battle.
U. S. F. STRONG
"It's good Chris Kjeldsen hasn't
But on the other hand, the lads high* blood pressure," remarked
from U. S. F. still are quite in one freshman the other day, "be
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Football Plaque

Santa Clara Wins
Over Dons

Local Skiers
Have Many
New Plans

W. A. A.
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Gaels Gallop Over Pacific
Five To Score 46-40 Win

DAHL DONS DUSTER
TO DOWN DONS

Rippon, McWilliams Fight Hard For
Losing Cause As Bengals Hit Bottom
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Our Entire Stock !ov5 c

'The Campus Barbershop'

BOB'S

The College
Book Store

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

El Dorado Meat Market
No. 1

Ping-Pongers In
Intra-Mural
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DUTCH

To The Wise
Buyer

wholesaler in Stockton. . . .

NIELSEN BROTHERS
phone s_561}

CLOWES' DAIRY

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Farm
West's Lane

Phone
6-69161

12-7*

Up-to-the-minute in style! The
last word in economy! Knotted
homespuns and shaggy shetlands make sports coat NEWS!
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MAniiSM."™'"' •»

Hamburgers,»
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MEN'S
COATS

11 N. Bl Dorado
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Milkshakes Hjo::

THE MILKY WAY
On Pacific Avenue

Now Open 24 Hours Per Day
Come in for that after dance snack and
early morning breakfast.
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MILKSHAKE"
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"On the Campus for You"
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